Poster
Name:

4. Distinguished 3. Proficient

2. Apprentice

1. Novice

ContentOverview:
Information
about the
topic

Had many
details about
the topic. All
details were
correct.

Had many
details about
the topic. A
few details
were not
correct.

Had few
details about
the topic.
Some
information
was not
correct.

Work was not
about the
topic.

WritingCreativity and
Originality:
Writing is
creative

Writing had
many creative
details that
made the
reader want to
learn more.

Writing had
three or more
examples of
creative ideas.

Writing had
one to two
creative
details.

Writing was
not creative
and did not
show
imagination.

Writing-Word
Choice:
Correct words
and details

Work used
many
adjectives to
show ideas.
Work used
excellent
words to paint
a clear
picture.

Work used
many
adjectives to
show ideas.
Work used
words that
took away
from the
meaning.

Work had few
adjectives and
descriptive
words. Work
used the same
words over
and over.

Work did not
have
adjectives or
descriptive
words.

Media-Pictures: Project had
Photos and
many pictures
cartoons
make it
interesting.
Pictures made
the text or
story better.

Project used
pictures that
make it
interesting.

Project had
too many or
too few
pictures.

Project did not
have any
pictures.

DesignOverview:
Color, fonts

Good use of
color, text,
and fonts. The
project was
easy to look at.

Too many
different fonts
and colors
used.
Information
was hard to
view.

Did not
change font
or color. The
design made
the project
hard to view.
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Excellent use
of color, text,
and fonts in
the project.
The reader
wanted to
keep looking
at the project.

Poster
Name:

____ My work has information about the topic.
____ My writing shows imagination.
____ My writing uses descriptive words.
____ My project has pictures to make it more interesting.
____ My project uses color and fonts to make it better.
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